March 10, 2020

The Honorable Terri Sewell
United States House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Adrian Smith
United States House of Representatives
502 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representatives Sewell and Smith:

We, the undersigned 149 groups, write to express our strong support for H.R. 5741, the “Strengthening Innovation in Medicare and Medicaid Act.” This bipartisan legislation will make significant strides in addressing patient and provider concerns about the impact of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) demonstrations on access to care and the quality of care. We urge Congress to ensure the needs of Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries – a significant proportion of whom have serious or life-threatening health conditions or disabilities – are safeguarded. We are concerned that too many CMMI models endanger patient access to healthcare providers and medically necessary treatments and create unnecessary obstacles for vulnerable patients.

H.R. 5741 provides safeguards for CMMI to ensure CMMI demonstrations are patient-focused and benefit beneficiaries. In the long run, improving healthcare delivery and quality is the best way to achieve sustainable cost savings. The legislation would:

- **Incorporate feedback from beneficiaries and other stakeholders in developing CMMI models** by formalizing the process with advance public notice and an opportunity for input. It is essential to ensure transparency and greater accountability before selecting, designing, testing, evaluating, or expanding a demonstration. Patients need greater transparency to better understand how CMMI models being tested will affect their care and treatment options.

- **Limit testing of new delivery and payment models** to no more than five years, ensuring beneficiaries will no longer be subjected to potentially harmful models for sustained periods of time.

- **Limit the scope of models** to only the number of participants necessary to achieve a statistically valid sample. Several on-going or proposed CMMI Phase I models are national in scope, affecting a large number of beneficiaries and providers before the demonstration’s consequences have been fully evaluated.

- **Address potential adverse impacts on patients** by requiring continuous real-time monitoring of the effects of a model on beneficiaries, especially as it relates to health disparities. This will help mitigate any adverse impact on Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries who are some of the nation’s sickest patients.

- **Reaffirm the role of Congress in the expansion of CMMI models** by establishing an expedited process for Congress to disapprove of the proposed expansion of a CMMI demonstration. This process adds an important layer of oversight to CMMI demonstrations to improve transparency and help maintain patient safety and access.

- **Establish the opportunity for judicial review at key CMMI decision points.** Current law does not provide for an independent judicial process to evaluate the effect of CMMI decisions on patients and providers.
We urge Congress to take action on H.R. 5741 expeditiously to ensure CMMI operates as intended and develops value-based projects that protect patients and ensure access to efficient, high quality care.

Sincerely,
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